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YE 33 Grand Admiral's Uniform

The highest and most prestigious rank attainable in the Star Navy, Nepleslia's Grand Admirals are placed
in charge of their vast fleets and countless soldiers, leading the charge into battle with Nepleslia's
enemies. Grand Admirals are given a distinct uniform, different from the standard uniform to go along
with their elevated presence amongst other soldiers, to better command the respect of their
subordinates.
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Portrait Examples

Dominic Valken
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Head

NSMC NSN

NSMC Grand Admirals are issued the fanciest version of the Nepleslian Officer Cap (YE 36). Previously it
was the regular Peaked Cap made available to all Nepleslian military officers.

Upper Body

Grand Admiral's Jacket
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The Grand Admiral's uniform jacket is a double-breasted style jacket with five buttons trailing down the
center. The woven deep green fabric covers most of the uniform, save for a strip of weathered brown
leather that reached from the shoulder down the length of the sleeve to the cuff. The jacket has a wide
white collar and a low-cut neckline, and is usually worn over either the standard Nepleslian pull-over or a
green turtleneck, although Grand Admirals are given the choice to any appropriate undershirt.

The most defining feature of the uniform jacket are the shoulders, which are covered in a swatch of thick
brown fur.

Rank Bars and Name Plate

A statement of a marines rank in the Corps, rank bars must be present on a marine's uniform at all times.
For a list of ranks, look here. Personal identification of a marines last name, must be worn at all times
when in full uniform. Names will appear in large, bold, capital letters on the plate.

Military Insignia
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The emblem of the NMSC is sewn in on all green pullovers since mid-YE 33. It consists of a circle with the
Nepleslian flag colors and a gold-lined black star centered on it. (Previously, this was a green circle with a
white border and a black star. The older version is still seen on many uniforms).

Belt

Secures the pullover and a marines pants, disciplinary use is approved.

Lower Body

Cargo Pants
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Khaki cargos, made of thick material and made to sizes to fit the fattest Nepleslian marine (which is not a
large range.)

Knee-high Boots

Steel-toed boots, made to custom fit any Nepleslian marine.

Obsolete and Historic

This version of the hat was used by both branches of the military until YE 36 when the Marines stopped
using it and YE 37 when the Navy came out with its own version.
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